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Buckie Library 

 As a regular user of the computer equipment (with limited skill!) I cannot praise the 
latest additions to your staff enough. Their willingness to help has been much 
appreciated. Often using the computer near to the main desk, I observe their interaction 
with the public. They have impressed me with their polite dispositions making everyone, 
especially the children, feel very welcome. The present lay-out I don’t think can be 
improved upon. 
Thank you for your positive comments. It is always useful for us to hear that we’re 
getting it right. 

 
 

Elgin Library 

 We are journalists from Malaysia and were on a trail to collect information on William, 
Kellie Smith from Kellas, Dallas. He and his family were to settle in Malaya but never 
did. He tragically died in Portugal but his story and legacy lived on in the form of an 
uncompleted castle in Perak, Malaysia (Kellie’s castle). Thankful to Jane and Karen for 
all their assistance. They went above and beyond to help us with our quest to find info 
on William and his family. 

    Thank you for your positive comments. It is great to get such lovely feedback. 

 We are so lucky here in Moray to have such a great library service. Thank you very 
much for all your help. 

 Thank you for excellent service, even if I didn’t know where my meeting was. 

 Thank you Elgin Library for amazing excellent service during many years. I am 72 years 
old and have used your service since 1960. My mother took me there to begin with, 
when I was 15 years old. Long may your library continue to be beneficial to lots of 
people, including children! 
It is great to know we are appreciated. 

 The services you provide are invaluable to the general public. However, over a    
number of years I have commented on lack of proper ventilation, resulting in staff 
making a token effort to satisfy the public. Why is there a reluctance to open windows 
as opposed to using electric fans on lower and upper levels? Is fresh air not cost 
effective? I fear I’m still speaking to a brick wall when it comes to improving health 
issues within premises. 
Caretakers have been asked to ensure that windows are opened when appropriate 
bearing in mind that we have to appease the whole library community and their 
requirements. 
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Elgin Library continued 

 Has anyone at the library investigated feasibility of a passport photo booth/ studio being 
set up? The other ones in town are too expensive as you have to buy several at a time, 
and it involves 2 trips to different places. One sited at the library would be more 
convenient and would possibly earn money for the library. 
We have considered this possibility but it would not be cost effective as we wouldn’t 
have the required volume of use. All of the machines appear to give multiple photos. 

 The noise in the library is unacceptable and makes the service seem utterly 
unprofessional. The noise of footsteps on uncarpeted wooden stairs might be remedied 
by carpeting the stairs (it’s not rocket science). The noise from the 3D printer is very 
irritating. This machine should not be in an area where people are trying to study. The 
noise of raised voices from lending area and mobile phones used in Reference area 
makes study almost impossible. The remedies are simple. Please take action. 
As per previous response: libraries are community facilities encouraging users of all 
ages and offering many varied services and activities to a range of communities of 
interest and need, all of which are very relevant to delivering a modern, relevant library 
service. Only dedicated reference or research libraries now demand absolute silence. 
 
 

Elgin Library Learning Centre 

 I am writing to express my thanks to the staff who helped us on Friday 14th July when 
we visited the learning centre. As first time visitors to the library our request to use the 
computer facilities was dealt with in a very friendly, professional manner. Also the 
member of staff who beavered away to find information on what should be written on a 
docket of a will; she located some very useful information. Thank you very much for 
providing such an excellent learning service. Also Cobbs café serves a nice cup of 
coffee and cake. 
Thank you for your positive feedback. Customer service is one of our highest priorities. 
 
 

Forres Library 

 We really love the Friday morning story times for pre-school age. It fits in so well with 
the school drop-off and Liz and Belinda are really great with the kids. I’ve come to think 
of them as friends! Thank you so much for all the care and love that gets put into the 
kids. 
Thank you for your great comments. The service we provide to young people is one of 
our key priorities. 
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Forres Library continued 

 The level of noise by visiting primary classes exceeded itself today totally ruining my 
visit to the library. Teachers were completely ignored as each child shouted louder and 
louder to be heard. Perhaps smaller groups at a time might be the answer. 
Library staff are required to manage these situations and have been asked to ensure 
that teachers are sensitive to the needs and expectations of other library users. 

 Mobiles phones in the library – please enforce the rules. Right now a guy in the 
‘computer’ room is chatting away. 
Staff should be made aware of any concerns at the time. This room isn’t directly 
supervised and staff need to be informed. 
 

 

Keith Library 

 Staff are very friendly and always willing to help if needed. 
It is great to know we are getting it right. 

 
 

Local Heritage 

 Very helpful service. Quickly and efficiently answered my queries and found the articles 
and printed them out for me. 

 Very enjoyable several hours looking up details of our family, thanks for your resources 
and the helpful staff. Couldn’t have been more helpful. Will certainly be using your 
facilities in the future via internet. Many thanks. 

 Came to the library to look up local history….shown the heritage service upstairs. 
Amazing helpful staff. Could have stayed all day. 

 Excellent facility! Extremely knowledgeable staff. I found information I never expected to 
obtain. 

 What a wonderful library. Everyone especially Sharon and new boy Scott (his first day) 
were brilliant. So helpful. 

 No words can describe the service Sharon Slater has given me in search of my 
relations. Superb! 

 Sharon has been most helpful, pleasant and patient. 
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Local Heritage continued 

 We visited the library to gain some information on our shop history. We were welcomed 
and information was presented quickly and efficiently. Sharon and James were 
particularly helpful and enthusiastic, with an obvious love of what they do. A great 
facility with a good team. All went over and above our expectations. A great experience 
all round. Thank you. 

 Very helpful. Can now look further into my past. 

 The assistance I received from both James and Scott today was exceptional. They are 
clearly passionate about what they do and went to extraordinary lengths in attempting to 
respond to my particular requests. Being from Australia, their assistance to me was 
particularly appreciated. Thank you both. 

 Many thanks for arranging Peter Reid’s talk today. I have heard him before and would 
listen to him again. The Portgordon spies are part of my heritage with Alistair Bisset on 
the P&J. 

 Very pleased with service of James Nock. Very professional and knowledgeable. Glad 
to have met him. 

 Fantastic service using the heritage centre. Love being able to use the centre late on 
Tuesday evening. The staff have a wealth of knowledge and helped me so greatly. 

 I came to this library from Canada looking for info on my heritage. I had a few names 
etc. Scott was quite helpful and wonderful. I am leaving with a lot more than I ever 
expected. Plus I can do more internet searching with the addresses he gave me. I feel 
so pleased that I know so much more about my heritage. Scott really knew where to 
search. 

 
Thank you for your positive feedback. Customer service is one of our highest priorities 
and we have a great team. 

 
 
 


